[Chronic polyneuritis of the Guillain-Barré type. Significance of long-term electroneurographic follow-up findings].
Nineteen patients with various forms of chronic polyneuritis of the Guillain-Barré type were attributed by uniform clinical criteria to the different subgroups and their electroneurographic findings followed during the clinical course. The follow-up studies were conducted for 1 to 12 years with a mean of 5.3 years. All patients were treated with steroids and/or Azathioprin, in addition, six patients were subjected to plasma exchange therapy. Of the 13 patients without plasma exchange four demonstrated improvement of electroneurographic parameters, four were unchanged, two deteriorated. The six patients treated with additional plasma exchange showed improvement in four cases and deterioration in two cases. No correlation was found between clinical findings and long-term electroneurographic data. Improvement of electroneurographic data was usually less impressive than the clinical recovery. Following plasma exchange treatment three patients showed remarkable, however only temporary improvement of electroneurographic data which also did not correlate to the long-term outcome. Therefore, the long-term follow-up of electroneurographic findings renders no decisive prognostic statement in chronic polyneuritis.